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Nonlinear optical measurements of CdSiP2 at
near and mid-infrared wavelengths
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Abstract: We measure the birefringence of the nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of cadmium
silicon phosphide via the Z-scan technique at near and mid-infrared wavelengths. We discuss the
implications of the NLO properties on optical parametric amplifier performance. We find that
the nonlinear absorption does reduce the conversion efficiency, while the nonlinear refraction has
a negligible effect.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Recently there has been much interest in the use of cadmium silicon phosphide (CdSiP2 or CSP in
this work) for mid-infrared (mid-IR) difference frequency generation (DFG) in optical parametric
amplifiers (OPA) [1–4]. This spectral region (3-5 µm) has been recognized as important for
communication, remote sensing and directed energy applications due to the wide atmospheric
transmission windows that allow for relatively low loss propagation [5,6]. CSP is a tetragonal
point group (4̄2m) negative uniaxial crystal with a large second order nonlinearity (d36 = 84.5
pm/V) with sufficiently large birefringence (−0.05), large band gap (Eg =2.45 eV) for a wide
transparency range and lower linear absorption at commonly utilized pumping wavelengths than
alternative materials such as ZnGeP2 [7] at the expense of a lower thermal conductivity [8].
The linear and second order nonlinear optical (NLO) properties of CSP have been previously
measured [8–10]. In this work, we measure the nonlinear absorption (NLA) and nonlinear
refraction (NLR) at pumping wavelengths (1.5 µm and 2.0 µm) in the near-infrared (NIR) as
well as select output wavelengths in the mid-IR (3.0 µm through 5.0 µm). We then examine the
effects of this NLA and NLR on OPA performance. We show that at high pumping irradiances
NLA can be a limiting factor to OPA performance by increasing the absorption of the pump and
reducing the conversion efficiency.

2. Experimental procedure

In this work, we utilize the well-known Z-scan technique shown in Fig. 1 to measure the NLO
properties from 1.5 µm to 5.0 µm. Z-scan measurements were performed using a Ti:Sapphire
amplified system (KM Labs Wyvern 1000-10) producing 4.0 mJ, 35 fs (FWHM) pulses at 790 nm
operating at a 1 kHz repetition rate. An optical parametric generator/amplifier (Light Conversion
TOPAS-Prime) is pumped by the fundamental to generate 50 fs (FWHM) pulses. The beam was
spatially filtered to produce a Gaussian irradiance profile.
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Fig. 1. Z-scan technique. The sample is scanned through the focus of a Gaussian beam.
The open aperture (OA) detector measures the total power transmitted and is sensitive to the
nonlinear absorption (NLA). The aperture before the closed aperture (CA) detector makes
the detector sensitive to the self-focusing/defocusing of the beam and hence the nonlinear
refraction (NLR). A reference detector is used to account for laser power fluctuations.

The nonlinear absorption (NLA) is determined by measuring the total power incident (open
aperture or OA) on the detector as the sample is scanned through the focus of a Gaussian beam.
The nonlinear refraction (NLR) is determined by transforming the nonlinear phase accumulation
into a change in the measured power via the use of a closed aperture (CA) placed in the far field
of the sample [11–13]. We measure both NLA and NLR simultaneously by using an OA and
CA line with associated detectors and beam splitters. The signals were measured with InGaAs
detectors (Thorlabs PDA015C) for the NIR and PbSe detectors (Thorlabs PDA20H) for the
mid-IR passed to a lock-in amplifier for digitization (Zurich Instruments HF2LI).

To fit the data we analytically solve for the field at the back of the sample in the slowly varying
envelope and thin sample (L << z0) approximations where L is the sample thickness and z0 is the
Rayleigh range [13]. We then Fresnel propagate to the aperture plane and integrate over all space
and time for the energy on the OA detector or to the limit of the aperture for the CA detector
[14,15]. The signals are then normalized to give the transmission T .

The sample is a 188 µm thick CSP crystal grown from a stoichiometric melt via the Horizontal
Gradient Freeze (HGF) technique and polished on both sides [16]. The crystal was oriented so that
the a and c-axes are in the plane perpendicular to the beam propagation direction. Measurements
were performed with the field of the laser oriented along the a or c-axes. This allows us to
examine the birefringence of the NLO properties, as well as spoils the phase matching (∆k > 0)
so that power losses due to second harmonic generation (SHG) are negligible and not confused
for NLA. The coherence length Lc = π/∆k for our study is at most 92 µm at 5.0 µm, where ∆k is
the phase mismatch. The SHG generated is ∝ Sinc[∆kL/2]2 ≈ 10−4 of the phased matched case
and negligible compared to measurement noise [17].

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 2 we see the OA and CA signals for the Z-scan indicating the presence of four-photon
absorption (4PA) along with positive NLR. The results of the Z-scan measurement across
wavelengths and polarizations are summarized in Table 1. Measurement error bars are 20%.

Table 1. Summary of Z-scan measurements.

a - axis c - axis

wavelength (µm) α4 (cm5 /GW3) n2 (cm2/GW) α4 (cm5 /GW3) n2 (cm2/GW)

1.5 5.30 × 10−6 1.70 × 10−5 7.80 × 10−6 1.72 × 10−5

2.0 2.10 × 10−6 0.95 × 10−5 3.80 × 10−6 1.04 × 10−5

3.0 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.39 × 10−5 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.50 × 10−5

3.5 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.43 × 10−5 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.60 × 10−5

4.5 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.05 × 10−5 < 0.05 × 10−6 0.91 × 10−5

5.0 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.28 × 10−5 < 0.05 × 10−6 1.38 × 10−5
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Fig. 2. Z-scans of CSP at 2.0 µm along the c-axis at various peak irradiances. Signals
show normalized transmission T vs. sample position Z relative to beam focal position. Left:
OA signal and fit with α4. Right: CA signal with fit for α4 and n2. Plots have been shifted
vertically for clarity.

To fit the OA data at NIR wavelengths the wide band gap requires us to use the 4PA coefficient
α4 such that α = α0 + α4I3 where α0 is the linear absorption coefficient and I is the irradiance.
We also note that fitting with 4PA is consistent with the measured beam waist and signal scaling
as a function of peak irradiance. For the MIR OA scans we find that there is no discernable NLA.
We compare the measured dispersion of α4 to the model proposed by Wherret [18] as:

αN[ω] ∝
1

n4E11
g

(
N~ω
Eg
− 1

)/(
N~ω
Eg

)4N−3
(1)

where n is the linear index of refraction, N is the order of the MPA and ~ is the reduced Planck
constant.
As seen in Fig. 3 we find good agreement to the theoretical wavelength scaling, although we

do find that the measured birefringence is larger than what is expected from theory (α4 ≈ 1/n4),
even considering the error bars in the measurements of α4.

Fig. 3. Measured values of α4 compared for a-axis (blue) and the c-axis (red) compared to
the Wherrett model. Right) Measured values of n2 for a-axis and the c-axis compared to the
two band Kane model.
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For the CA scans we fit using the value of α4 previously extracted from the OA scans as well
as the second order nonlinear refraction coefficient n2 such that ∆n = n2I where ∆n is the index
change. We compare these values to the two band Kane model for the dispersion of n2 given as:

n2[ω] =
~cK

√
Ep

n2E4
g

G2
[
~ω/Eg

]
(2)

where K = 3100 eV5/2 cm/GW is the Kane parameter, Ep = 21.4 eV is the Kane energy and G2
is the dispersion function [19,20]. Details on the two band Kane model are given in Appendix A.
While the Kane model shows that α4 = 0 beyond 1 µm it does still predict n2 into the MIR.

The Kane model calculates the change in absorption due to two-photon absorption (2PA), Raman
scattering and the quadratic and linear Stark effects and then calculates the associated refraction
change via Kramers-Kronig relations. Hence it will still predict n2 far beyond where 2PA is
allowed due to the other effects [21,22].
As seen in Fig. 3 we find that our measurements compare well to the Kane model within the

error bounds for most wavelengths. The low measurements at 2.0 & 3.5 µm are likely due to
dispersion of the pulse due to atmospheric absorption. The n2 measurements are consistent
with the expected positive birefringence except at 4.5 µm. However, as the expected size of
the birefringence (1/n2) is smaller than the measurement error bounds (20%) this is difficult to
conclusively verify although the data trend is suggestive.

3.1. OPA performance modeling

We seek to examine the effect of the observed NLO properties on OPA performance. To do so
we numerically propagate the coupled wave equations accounting for 4PA losses of the pump
beam and calculate the irradiance of the generated output beams [17,23,24]. As illustrated in
Fig. 4 we model the generation of a λ2 = 5.0 µm idler using a λ3 = 2.0 µm pump of various
intensities with a λ1 = 3.3 µm seed using the rate equations in Eqs. (3)–(5).

A′1 = i
ω1deff
n1c

A3[z]A∗2[z]e
i∆kz (3)

A′2 = i
ω2deff
n2c

A∗3[z]A1[z]ei∆kz (4)

A′3 = i
ω3deff
n3c

A1[z]A2[z]ei∆kz −
1
16

c3n33α4ε
3
0A

7
3[z] (5)

where Aj[z] is the electric field envelope of beam at position z in the crystal, ωj is the angular
frequency, nj is the index of beam j, c is the speed of light, ε0 is the permittivity of free
space. The second term of Eq. (5) accounts for the NLA. The irradiance of the seed is set to
I1 = (λ3/λ1)I310−3. From Wei [8] the phase matching angle for Type 1 DFG (ooe) for a 5 µm
idler is θ = 46.45◦ with an effective nonlinearity of deff = −d36 sin[θ] sin[2φ] = −61.2 pm/V for
a 4̄2m crystal [17]. All computations are performed at T = 300 K.
In Fig. 5 we examine the propagation with and without 4PA. Without 4PA the pump, signal

and idler continuously exchange energy as they propagate through the crystal. Where 4PA is
present, it competes with the downconversion, reducing the signal and idler generated.

In Fig. 6 we calculate the conversion efficiency η = I2[L]/I3[0] for a L = 100 µm crystal with
and without 4PA under phase match for various values of α4. With 4PA less signal and idler are
generated, hence η is reduced for a given pump irradiance. Given that this much of this absorbed
power will be converted to heat via non-radiative relaxation, the onset of this 4PA also increases
the thermal load on the crystal, contributing to damage. We define the critical irradiance Ic as the
irradiance where the normalized conversion efficiency η/η0 = η[α4]/η[α4 = 0] drops by 1/e
(≈ 63%), which occurs at Ic = 280 GW/cm2 for this output wavelength.
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Fig. 4. Left) Difference frequency generation. The pump ω3 is broken into two photons of
lower energy, the signal ω1 and the idler ω2. (Center) and (Right) In our model we seed the
interaction with a seed to stimulate the production of the idler.

Fig. 5. (Left) Irradiances of the 3.3 µm signal (orange), 2.0 µm pump (green) and 5.0
µm idler (red) beams propagating in the crystal in absence of 4PA. The pump is set to
I3 = 250 GW/cm2. The energy is continuously exchanged between the beams. (Right) In
the presence of 4PA (α4 = 3.0 × 10−6 cm5/GW3) the signal and idler are reduced as the
pump is attenuated.

Fig. 6. (Left) Conversion efficiency for the case of a 3.3 µm signal, 2.0 µm pump and 5.0
µm idler vs. pump irradiance for a L=100 µm crystal with and without 4PA for various
values of α4. (Right) Normalized conversion efficiency η/η0 for various values of α4
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For the NLR, we note that the for Type I DFG the wavelengths of pump, signal and idler are
governed by the relation ko[λ1] + ko[λ2] − ke[λ3] = 0 where ko and ke are the wave vectors for
the ordinary and extraordinary rays at the given wavelengths [17,24]. To calculate the phase
matching curves we find the signal and idler wavelengths that satisfy Eq. (6)

ω3

(
cos2[θ]
no[ω3]2

+
sin2[θ]
ne[ω3]2

)−1/2
= ω1no[ω1] + ω2no[ω2] (6)

for each value of θ under the condition that ω1 + ω2 = ω3.
Calculating the curves in Fig. 7 at low irradiance (0 GW/cm2) and high irradiance (500

GW/cm2) we find that the shifts in the output wavelength is less than 3 nm. This is negligible
for sub-picosecond pulses, which typically have bandwidths larger than this shift (≈10 nm for a
100 fs pulse) [23,25]. The modified Sellmeier equations used to generate the curves are given in
Appendix B.

Fig. 7. Left) phase matching curves for signal (red) and idler (orange) at low (0 GW/cm2,
solid) and high (500 GW/cm2 dashed) irradiance. The curves lie on top of each other
indicating a small difference in output wavelength. Right) Difference between low and high
irradiance phase matching curves

We also note that without proper cooling the additional power absorbed due to NLA can raise
the crystal temperature, which would in turn adjust the phase matching angles. For the system
used in our experiment focused to an irradiance of 500 GW/cm2, the power absorption is a modest
80 mW, however a high power picosecond system could deposit tens of Watts into the crystal.
In addition we also consider the effect of the NLR on the pulse duration due to chirp. We

find that for high irradiance (500 GW/cm2) picosecond pulses this effect is negligible, and only
begins to distort femtosecond pulses (100 fs) at crystal lengths longer than 1 mm, as verified
through simulations using SNLO [26].

4. Conclusion

We measured the NLO properties of CSP at common pumping and MIR output wavelengths.
We have determined that the dispersion of α4 and n2 are consistent with the Wherrett and Kane
models for the NLO properties. We find that the birefringence in α4 does have the expected
sign, although the measured magnitude is larger than predicted. Due to the size of the error bars
in the measurements in n2 the sign and magnitude of the birefringence cannot be conclusively
determined.
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Furthermore we have determined that α4 can have a detrimental effect on OPA performance
through absorption of pump at high irradiances like those that are present during high energy
ultrafast pulse generation. This suggests that pumping irradiances in OPAs should be limited to
minimize 4PA induced thermal damage. The effect of n2 on the phase matching angles is on the
order of a few nanometers and hence negligible.

Appendix A

The Kane model gives dispersion function G2[~ω/Eg] as

G2[x] = G2,TPA[x] + G2,RAM[x] + G2,LSE[x] + G2,QSE[x] − G2,DIV[x]. (7)

Each term corresponds to a different process contributing to n2. G2[x] = G2,TPA accounts for
the two-photon absorption, G2,RAM is the Raman scattering, G2,LSE is the linear Stark effect and
G2,QSE is the quadratic Stark effect. G2,DIV is the low frequency divergence that needs to be
removed from G2. The equations for each of the terms are given in Eqs. (8–12)

G2,TPA[x] =
1
(2x)6

(
−
3
8
x2(1 − x)−1/2 + 3x(1 − x)1/2 − 2(1 − x)3/2

+2Θ[1 − 2x](1 − 2x)3/2
) (8)

G2,RAM[x] =
1
(2x)6

(
−
3
8
x2(1 + x)−1/2 − 3x(1 + x)1/2

−2(1 + x)3/2 + 2(1 + 2x)3/2
) (9)

G2,LSE[x] =
1
(2x)6

(
2 − (1 − x)3/2 − (1 + x)3/2

)
(10)

G2,QSE[x] =
1

210x5
(
(1 − x)−1/2 − (1 + x)−1/2 −

x
2
(1 − x)−3/2

−
x
2
(1 + x)−3)/2

) (11)

G2,DIV[x] =
1
(2x)6

(
−2 −

35x2

8
+

x
8
(3x − 1)(1 − x)−1/2 − 3x(1 − x)1/2

+ (1 − x)3/2 +
x
8
(3x + 1)(1 + x)−1/2 + 3x(1 + x)1/2 + (1 + x)3/2

) (12)

Appendix B

The Sellmeier equations used in the computations are from Wei et al. [8] shown below.

n[T , λ] =
√
A[T] +

B[T]
λ2 − C

+
Do

λ2 − E
+ n2[λ]I (13)

The coefficients used in eqn.13 are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Temperature dependent Sellmeier coefficients as determiend my Wei et al. [8].

Coef. no ne

A 11.95 + 5.3479 × 10−4T + 5.5894 × 10−7T2 11.438 + 5.5408 × 10−4T + 5.0458 × 10−7T2

B 0.6134 + 9.4768 × 10−5T + 2.0148 × 10−7T2 0.61584 + 3.8668 × 10−5T + 2.9901 × 10−7T2

C 0.101733 0.11182

D 2334.22 2021.26

E 833.205 777.162
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